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I- IMIEOEOCIION
Marksmacship is a skill acquired through learnec afpli-
catici] ci iundanectal technigues peculiar to each weapon
target scerario, A rifleman firing offhand at a tullseye
practices hreath control and an even trigger pull as the
sight reticle dances in small ovals over the target
nirroring the movement of the gunner's tody. His goal is to
keep tie reticle moving around the desired impact pcint. He
knows that he cannot keep the weapon perfectly still tut
practice has taught him to anticipate the instant in time
when an even deliteiate trigger pull and perfect tarcet
aligjjient will occur simultaneously. This technigue allows
some expert riflemen to place shot after shot ictc the
target as accurately firing offhand as if they were firing
from a tenet rest. £ciie would credit such performance with
supertuman ability bet it is in fact a product of ccncentra-
tion and the basic principles of rifle marksmanship. In
this sittfJ-^ example the gunner is able to do well because he
learns tc judge wher his notion has characteristics that
experience has taught him will produce the test shot grcups.
He has learned the rules of when to shoot . Ihe simpler the
weapon and the task assigned to it the easier are these
rules cf good marksmanship to catalog and verify.
Dnf ortunately many mcdern weapcns and weapon systems dc not
fall into this category. The principles that lead tc the
making cf an expert gunner who uses a computer assisted
leading system and laser range finders all mounted en a
sophisticated platforn and employed against mobile targets
are net sc easy to define and harder to verify. Ir many
instances the gunner himself dees not fully comprehend what
principles he follows to do well, what aspects of target
ffloticB he keys en wten deciding to shcot. The prcceduxes
fcllcwed h€xein suggest a method ox doing so. Given an
accuxate we]l contrclled expexiaient with clean xelevant data
some fxincijles of good maxksnianship fox a complex weapon
can te ixfexxed and can be gi^en some degxee of cxeditility
thxough statistical aralysis-
Ihe experiment which pxcvided the tasis fox this anal-
ysis pitted a trained gunnex in an actual weapcc system
against a simulated acving taxget. The weapon system used
was a tank with a lixeax lead fire control system which in
theoxy applies gun tube lead against a moving taxget to
compensate fox taxget mcticn duxing the time of flight of
the xcund. The actual mechanics of this system axe mcxe
complicated than this and axe not the object of the anal-
ysis. It is xelevant in that txalned gunnexs such as these
csed in the expeximent axe assumed to have leaxned, tc seme
degree/ hew to use the chaxactexistics of this system to
achieve lettex hit pexfoxmance- A goal of the analysis is
to estailish a xelationship between hit pexfoxmance and
taxget ircticn when using such a system.
lie taxget presented was a lasex dot pxojected onto a
grey scxeen and moved back and foxtn on the scxeen t'j a
iioving taxget simulatcx accoiding to a pxecise template.
Ihe t€ir_plate ox taxget path is a set of coxxesponding posi-
tion at time cocxdixates which xepxesent the positiers at
given tines of an actual taxget as viewed along a gerexal
axis cf advance. This position at time plot is dexived by
neasuiing latexal displacement of an actual taxget vehicle
as it advances tcwaxd an obsexvex- In this conventicr the
JEoticn of the dot xepiesents the appaxent latexal mcticn of
the actual target. In the expeximent the dot moved latex-
ally cnly and xange did not appeax to change although it vias
simulated in the magiitude cf the latexal motion oX the dct.
Specifically, a txue change in the latexal position cf the
target oi twenty meters might be represented by moving the
dot tec inches on the screen at a simulated range cf 1000
meters versus five irches on the screen at a simulated range
cf 20C0 meters. Ir either instance the size of the dot
would not change, Ihe physics of this simulation involved
precise curvature of the screen and conversion of meters
moved by the target to radians traveled on the screen.
Ihese prccedures are not under study and it was assuied that
the ttcticn of the dct accurately simulated the apparent
lateral notion of a target.
With these points in mind one trial of the experiment
can t€ described as fellows, A gunner is placed in a tark.
He is tcld that a ^cint of light will appear on the grey
screen which he views through his target reticle much as one
would view an object through a pair of binoculars, Ee is
told to track the target and to pull the trigger when he
feels his tracking will give him the best chance cf hitting
the target, Hith these instructions the gunner puts his
crosshairs en the laser dot and moves the crosshairs tc stay
en the dct which is icved by the machine as described above.
According tc his own criteria the gunner periodically pulls
the trigger, supposedly when he feels he has the best chance
cf hittirg the target. A major goal of the analysis is to
determine if gunners have seme selection criteria in terms
cf the target motion and if sc to describe it in a usable
way.
Eesults from sixteen trials like the one described were
examined. Each of two gunners conducted two trials at four
different ranges presented in random order. For each trial
the tines at trigger pull were recorded and a corresponding
probability of hit was computed. For future refererce it is
emphasized that the time at trigger pull has a one tc cne
correspcudence with the time in the target's motion history.
By this iact the tarcet motion parameters in the
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Eeightcrhccd of trigger pulls can he estimated as will be
discussed later, Tfce p robaiiilit_y of hit was computed as a
part cf tie experiment using a tivariate normal distribution
to acccunt for round to round dispersion.
lie notion parameters provided by the experiment were
the first and second derivatives of the position at time
data fchich was used to move the target dot- As earlier
stated this positicr at time data has its origin in the
measurements taken from the lovement of an actual tarcet
vehicle. lo clarify this point, picture a target vehicle
noving tcsards an observer. View this scene from abcve
overlaying a fixed cccrdinate system covering the limits of
the veticle's movement , Locate the observer on the x-axis
at scfle point beyond the stopping point of the vehicle where
he can discern only lateral movement of the venicle. let
the y-axis represent the distance in meters to the right (+)
cr left {-) oi the origin that the observer views the
target. let the x-axis represent the corresponding tine in
seconds at which the position observation occurs with time
2ero being the vehicle's starting point and time final keing
the vehicle's stopping point. Using this scenario record
the position of the target vehicle at discrete time fcints
and ycu will have duplicated the raw data which formed the
basis for the movement of the target dot- The actual posi-
tion at time data used in the experiment was a refined form
cf this raw data consisting of a position measurement every
-01 second. A graphical plot of this data is shown at
Figure 1.1 . Hear in mind that this plot represents over
21500 data points. lo picture what gunners in the experi-
nent cbserved hold this graph canted at eye level and look
toward the crigin frcn the end of the x-axis. Now visualize
this graph collapsed onto the y-axis and the pciits
presented one at a time in prcper time sequence as a point
cf light en a grey background. What you would see is a
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joint ct light moving back and forth with varying ranges of
jEotioij . This is what gunners in the experiment observed as
the tarcet notion.
Ihc apparent velocity of the target dot was commuted by
the eipeiiment as tie first derivative of the position at
time |lct. The mathcjiatics of this computation are relevant
to understanding the analysis. Given n position leasure-
flients and n correspording times the difference between pairs
of adjacent measurements was computed. These computations
give (t-1) changes in position over a corresponding change
in time which allow computation of the instantaneous
velocity estimates for the periods covered, each of which is
.01 second in length. The actual velocity estimates are
centered, equally vieighted, 31 point averages of the
velocity estimates surrounding any given point. Using tiis
method of computation (n-31) velocity estimates were
computed. A graphical representation of the target velocity
computed by the experiment is shown at figure 1.2 . As this
graph shows, the velocity ccnputed by the experiment was
signed regative denoting right to left crossing of the
target dot and positive denoting left to right crossing of
the target dot. The absolute value of this velocity repre-
sents true velocity ard is shewn at Figure 1.3 .
Tie target's true acceleration was computed as a part of
the analysis as the first derivative of the target's true
velocity and is shown at Figure 1.4 . The derivation of
this data is addressed in the methodology section under
motion parameters. Acceleration as computed for the experi-
nent was not used as it did not readily correlate to
conventicnal notation of vehicular acceleration.
In summary the experiment pits two gunners in a series
of sixteen trials against a point target whose moticr param-
eters car te accurately established. The experiment records
the time of trigger pulls and accurately estimates the
^2
gunners* performance at each event. Using these times the
notion paraireters in the neighborhood of trigger fuils can
te deterained. Since the only stimulus is the moticc cf the
target dct it is assumed that there is some characteristic
noticn which motivates the gunner to shoot. The analysis
seeks to verify or refute this assumption . If the analysis
supports the assumption then further effort will te made to
define what characteristics of target motion motivate the
gunner tc shoot. In addition the analysis will seek to
estatlish a relationship or lack thereof between the







































































































A. CBGISIZATION OF 111 DATA ICfl ANALYSIS
1 • fiotion Parameters
Tie data provided by the experiment relating to
target mcticn consisted of a time, position, and velccity
data vector each containing 21540 elements. There is a cne
to one correspondence between vectors. If the first element
in the time vector is .25 seconds then the first elemect in
the position vector is the target position at .25 seconds
and tie first element in the velocity vector is the target
velocity at .25 seconds and so forth for each successive
element in each vector. It is emphasized that all motion
parameters are the apparent motion as observed ty the
gunnel.
The velocity vector was computed by the experiment
as previously described. Eecall that the experiment
provided a signed vector with the sign indicating the
crossing direction of the target. True velocity was
obtained as the absolute value of the signed velocity. True
acceleration was obtained as the first derivative cf true
velocity. The procedure followed in this derivation dupli-
cated tie procedure used in the experiment to take the first
derivative cf the position vector. Given n estimates of
true velocity the difference between adjacent estimates was
computed. These changes in velocity divided by tie corre-
sponding change in tine provided (n-1) estimates of
instartareous acceleration. The actual estimates for accel-
eration used in the analysis were 31 point, centered,
equally weighted averages of the instantaneous estiiates
surrounding a given time. Under this method (n-31)
16
€Stiiat€£ fcr acceleration were computed. The resulting
true acceleration vector was signed positive to denote rate
of increase in velocity and negative to denote rate of
decrease in velocity cf the target. This vector addition-
ally retained a one to one correspondence with the ctier
motion paraaeter vectcrs. As a ainor point the derivation
provided no estimate for tie first sixteen or tte last
fifteen tiJie periods. This proved inconsequential as the
periods liere short %ith duration less than .16 seconds and
no otser^ations occurred near them.
Ihe majority cf the analysis was concerned with the
true velocity and acceleration of the target versus tine. A
segment cf the estijiates used for these values is shown at
ligure 2.1 . It can te seen in this plot that the estimates
used are reasonably accurate and conform to expected conven-
tion. As the velocity estimate increases the acceleration
estimate reiains positive. When the velocity estimate peaks
and has 2erc slope tie acceleration estimate approaches zero
as expected. As the velocity estimate decreases the accel-
eration estimate remains negative. Extensive analysis and
fitting cf these vectcrs, or curves as shown, might inprcve
their accuracy marginally tut the analysis proceeded under
the assumption that they provided sufficiently accurate
estimates cf the target's true velocity and acceleration.
In summary, the motion parameters used in the anal-
ysis sere signed velocity, true velocity, and true
acceleration. It is again emphasized that these values, in
vector fcrm, represented the apparent motion as observed by
the gunner. Each vector consisted of 21509 data elements
with a ore to one correspondence to the time vector. Onder
this ccnvention any given time of a trial could te matched
with a corresponding estimate for signed velocity, true






































2 . GuDcer D ata
The data provided ty the experiment included the
time at trigger full and a corresponding froi:abilit_y cf hit
for siJteen trials. Each gunner conducted two trials at
four difierent ranges giving a total of 295 observed trigger
pulls as suttinarized at Table I . In addition to the data
provided tj the experiment, the target motion at trigger
pull, at th€ time tie gunner made the decision to sheet, and
during the time the gunner fcriulated the decision tc shoot,
fcere derived from the motion parameter data vectors.
TABLE I
lata Organization









9 2 1000 16
10 2 1000 19
11 2 2000 16
12 2 2000 17
13 2 2500 13
14 2 2500 17
15 2 3000 14
16 2 3000 15
Tot.al Ci:servaticns - Gunner 1: 168
Tot al Cbservations - Gunner 2: 127
T otal Otservation s Gunner 1 6 2: 295
Note: Trial numbeis are for reference only and do not
indicate the order in which trials were conducted.
Ihe motion parameters of the target at the time of
trigger pull were extracted directly from the data. Since
2 1
there ^as a one tc cne correspondence tetween the time
vector and the Doticr parameter vectors a selection vector
could t€ created which would select data elements frca the
nioticj] vectors tased on times or positions in the time
vector. Fcr example, if the gunner pulled the trigger at
5-2 1 seccnds and 15.31 seconds these represented position
f21 and 153 1 in the time vector- Element 521 and 1531 could
then te selected from the motion vectors to give the
target's mction parameter values at these two trigger pulls.
Because cf the size cl the vectors involved a program, shewn
at AfEENEIX A, was written tc create the selection vector.
Dsing the selection vector method the signed velocity, true
velocity, and true acceieraticn at the time of trigger pull
for each trial were selected directly from the appropriate
vectors. For the sake of exactness it is noted tiat orly
the signed velocity was actually extracted using the selec-
tion vector. Here, as throughout the analysis, true
velocity was obtained as the absolute value of the sigred
velocity when needed- Ihis point will not he reiterated tut
applies whenever true velocity is addressed-
Ihe motion parameters of the target at the time the
gunner aade the decision to shoot were derived from the
jBotioj] parameter vectors. Research in the human factors
field indicates that a subject faced with a visual stimulus
with Jittle noise and a go/ no go decision has approximately
a -2 second delay between the decision to act and manual
executior cf that decision £fief- 1: p- 198]. These are the
conditions faced by the gunners in this experiment- laking
this irtc account and allowing for some variation a program,
shown at APfENDIX A, was written which selected values ficm
the desired motion vector during the period -18 to .22
seconds prior to each trigger pull and computed the average
of these values- Ihis average value was then used as the
estijiate for the particular motion parameter in the
j^eightcrhccd of the decisioL pcint to shoot. In this lanrier
the estiJiates for the target's true velocity aa d accelera-
tion at the time of decision tc shoot were derived frciE the
data for each trial.
Ihe target's notion during the time the gunner was
formulating the decision tc shoot was derived in a sinilar
iianner. A subject faced with a continuous visual stimulus,
such as a moving target, can sample from the stiiulus
apprcxinately once every half second £Eef, 2: pp. 61-63]-
Ihus, what an observer interprets from a visual stimulus
will he a function of snapshots taken in half second windows
cf tine which will hereafter be called sampling windows.
Using this basis the gunners' sampling windows were defined
as half second tiire segments beginang .2 seconds prior to
trigger pull. In this convention sample one was defined as
the period -2 to .7 seconds prior to trigger pull and is the
last sanple the gunner took prior to making the decision to
shoot. A program, shown at APPENDIX A, was written which
selected values from the specified motion vector durirg any
half seccnd interval specified. The program averaged these
values and this average provided the estimate for the motion
parameter during the sample window specified. Using this
procedure estimates for the target's true velocity and
acceleiaticE during the four sample windows prior tc the
decision tc shoot were derived for each trial. These esti-
mates were assumed to be the last four samples cf the
target's motion which the gunner observed prior to making
the decision to shoot.
These are in summary the procedures used tc ccnpile
what is called the gurner data. To recap, the gunrer data
consists of the following.
(1) lime cf trigger pull.
(2) Eroiatility of hit at trigger pull.
(3) The target's true velocity, signed velocity, and true
acceleration at the time cf trigger pull.
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(4) lie target's true velocit;y and acceleration at the time
the guEner made the decisicc to shoot.
(5) lie target's true velocity and acceleration during the
time the gumer fcrmulated the decision to shoot.
^ - fiction P ara meter Cells
Ihe sample space for the analysis of target iicticn
is defined as all 215C9 estiaates of target motion, An esti-
mate of target moticn in this context refers to the two
dimensicral parameterization of tlie target motion for any
given iistant in time covering the duration of the trial.
Ihe t«c diirensicns relered to are velocity, (signed cr true)
and true acceleration. Using this definition the distritu-
tion cf the target action can te plotted in two diiersicns
as shcwr at Figures 2.2 and 2.3 Each of these plots
consists of 21509 points and in an abstract sense ttey
represent the decsity of the target motion which the gunner
cJDserves- Looking at Figure 2-2 each point on the plot
estimates the target's true velocity and acceleration during
.01 second cf the total time history of 215. OS seconds. To
expand this concept consider all the points in the sguare
labeled A en the plot. Ihis square will hereafter te
refered to as a cell cr motion parameter cell. Assume you
count the total numler of points in this cell to te UG7.
Since you know there are 21509 total points you can compute
the prcpcrtion that are in cell A as .0185. You can further
state that the target displayed motion with velo:; ity tetween
10 and 12 meters per second and deceleration between 2 and
meters per second sguared 1,65 percent of the time. In
general, the denser the plot the more the gunner ctserved
that ranee cf target action. Ey grouping all the two dimen-
sional estimates for the target motion into cells with
boundaries cf veJocity and acceleration, the target motion
can be guantified. Using the same procedure for cnly the
2H
target nicticii at guniier selections the target moticn ir the
ceigitorhccd of trigger palls can be analyzed using several
statistical techniques. A program, shown at APPENDIX A, was
written which computes the cell counts for any selected
toundarics of velocity and acceleration. This prograa was
used tc ccmpute the iiction parameter cell couats foi the
sample space and the gunners' selections-
E. ABA11SI2 OF lABGIl MOTICS
1 , Istabl is hinq G unner Selec tion Criteria
lie first step in the analysis of the target icticn
was tc determine if there was statistical basis for stating
that tie gunners had any selection criteria at all. lo do
this, tie assumption was made that the gunners' selections
were randcm. Given this assumption certain characteristics
should appear in the observations, the existence of »«hich
can be tested using statistical procedures. If these charac-
teristics do not appear then there is basis for assuming
that the gunners' selections are not random but selective.
Ihis aethodology was applied to two contexts of target
ttOtiOE.
first, the analysis examined the guestion of a
selection preference in the crossing direction of the target
which was specified by the sign of the signed velocity
vector. Ihrough a counting process the proportion of
elements in the signed velocity vector less than zero was
determined to be p=.506- Ihis gives the proportion of time
the target crossed right to left. The proportion of time
the target crossed left to right is {1-p) = .49 4 . Osing
thesG proportions tie observed and expected values ior
gunner selections could be ccapared as shown at Table 11 .
Kith the exception of the first trial at 2000 leters for
Gunner one there app€ars to be no crossing preference for
































































assumf ticD cf nc preference using the test of profcrticns
£fief- 3: pp. 528-534]- With the exception of ta e ore trial
noted, the results inoicate no preference in crossinc direc-
tion for either gunrer with alpha egual .05 . Eased on








































































































Note: All- excludes the first trial at 2000 maters.
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Ihe second otjective relating to selection criteria
was tc assess whether the gunners had any overall preference
in target notion. lid they screen out certain ranges of
ttotion acd look for ethers as they engaged the target? This
question was addressed by grouping the gunners' selections
at trigger full and the sample space into motion parameter
cells and ccmparing the two distriiDutions, In this aanner
cne cculd observe the proportion of selections by the gunner
in a certain range cf motion against the proportion of
cpport tnities availatle and assess whether or not an overall
difference exists. Eecause cf the small sample sizes for
individual trials this portion cf the analysis was conducted
in twc stages.
In the first stage the observations for each trial
were grouped into the motion parameter cells shown at lable
III . A subjective analysis of this data suggests no
significant difference between trials at the same range or
tetweer ranges with the same gunner. There appears to be a
significant difference between the two gunners however.
This aralysis was confirmed using a contingency table test
[fief- 4; pp. 153-170]- Ihe hypothesis of no interaction due
to trials with the sane gunner could not be rejected. Ihe
hypothesis cf no interaction due to trials between gunners
was rejected at the .05 level. Based on these results it
was assumed that trials within the same gunner cculd be
combined with no significant degradation in the validity of
the analysis. These results advised against any analysis
based on trials combined between gunners.
In the second stage the combined observations of all
eight trials for each gunner were grouped into the mction
parameter cells shown at Table IV as were the observations
for the total target motion. Reading the table ncte that
cell A for Gunner 1 has an entry of 6 for the expected







A B C D E F Total
9 2 4 3 4 22
1000 3 5 3 4 16
200 5 1 5 4 4 2C
2000 6 1 7 4 10 29
250 6 1 2 3 5 M
2500 8 2 2 4 8 25
3000 3 2 4 4 4 18
3000 5 6 2 7 21
2 1000 2 2 5 3 4 17
2 1000 2 2 4 2 8 16
^
2000 2 2 1 1 9 16
2 2000 1 5 2 3 5 17
2 2500 1 3 2 1 6 13
^
2500 1 3 2 4 6 17
2 3000 2 1 1 3 6 14
2 3000 3 2 4 5 15
1 1000 12 2 9 6 3 3£
1 2000 11 2 2 12 a 14 49
1 250 14 3 4 7 13 42
1 3000 8 2 2 10 6 11 39
2 1000 4 3 6 7 3 12 35
^
2000 3 2 7 3 3 14 '^ *
2 2500 2 1 6 4 5 12 30
2 3000 2 2 4 3 7 11 2S
1 ALL 45 6 9 35 27 46 16£
2 ILL 11 9 23 17 18 49 127
- A 1 B 1 C
- D 1 E 1 F
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cell Eoua daries
Cell Vel. Acel,
A - 1 -6-0
B 1 - 3 -6-0
C 3-13 -6-0
D - 1 0-6




where n is the total number cf shots taken an d p is the
profcrticE ex time tie target displayed motion delineated by
cell i- If the gunnel's shots were random we would expect 6
to occur in the range of mction delineated by cell A.
Beading down the coluan we see the actual number observed in
cell fl at shot is 4 , at decision is 2, during the first
sample windcw prior to decision is 0,and so forth. This
data suggests that gunners do have a selection method
because their observed choices differ substantially ircir the
expected nunber of choices fcr several cells. These overall
distributions were ccmpared to see if they were the same
using the Chi Square Goodness of Fit test [fief, 4: pp.
189-1S9]- The hypothesis that the two gunners randoaly
selected tiaes tc sheet from the available opportunities was
rejected, fcr each gunner, at the .05 level. In addition/
the hypothesis that Gunner 1 selected times to shoct ir the
same ways as Gunner 2 was rejected at the .05 level. Eased
en these results it was assumed that gunners do have a
selection method and that there is a difference in ccethod
between the two gunners.
2 - Characte riz ing Target M otio n
Having established evidence that gunners dc have
some selection criteria, graphical analysis backed up by
statistical testing where feasible was used to clarify what
it is. Ihe graphs shown at Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the
target mcticn in the neighborhood of trigger pulls. Viewing
these graphs in sequence frcm sample 4 to 3 to 2 to 1 to
decision tc trigger pull re-creates the overall snapshots
allegedlj taken by the gunner during the 2.2 second time
history leading up tc trigger pull- Ihe graphs suggest an
overall decrease in target motion during the time leading to
trigger pull. Ihe decrease in velocity is not so clear tut




GuEner Selections verses Total Target Mot icn
i^otioc Parameter Cell
Gurnei lAECDIFGHIJK
Infected 6 21 3 37 12 2 43 13 3 5 20
ct£€r^€d
At Shct 4 2 2 41 10 1 28 19 4 7 38 12
Cecisioc 2 2 1 33 s 3 39 24 4 1 40 10
Sanjle 1 3 1 30 13 2 44 27 8 1 29 1C
Saifle 2 6 3 22 27 9 47 26 12 1 12 c
Sajifle 3 22 10 22 34 10 44 15 4 2 3 2
























At Sict 1 7 4 10 12 8 18 15 8 28 16
Eecisicr 7 8 7 14 5 21 13 13 1 28 10
Sanfle 1 15 5 8 14 6 17 18 17 3 IS 6
Sanple 2 1 24 7 9 22 12 16 12 10 10 4
Sanple 3 3 37 13 13 23 5 12 9 7 3 2
Sanple 4 1 48 13 18 15 3 10 8 6 1 2 A
Cell Vel. AC€l,
A - 1 -6 to -1
E 1 - 3 -6 to -1
C J - 13 -6 to -1
r - 1 -1 -
z 1 - 3 -1 -
E J - 13 -1 -
G - 1 - 1
H 1 - 3 - 1
I - - 13 - 1
J - 1 1 - 6
K 1 - 3 1 - 6
1 3 - 13 1 - 6
A 1 B 1 C
[ E ] F
C I H ^ 1
J 1 K 1 L
1 . i
negative as trigger full a^^ircaches. In real terms this
suggests that the gutners IcoX for points whers the target
speeds up and then slews down taking the shot as the tarcet
approaches zero acceleration or as it decelerates. Ibis
implies that gunners may he trying to match trigger pull
with either constant velocity, zero target motion, or tcth.
lo identify tie specific ranges of motion preference
for each gunner the proportion of total target moticr for
each iicticr parameter cell was compared against the propor-
tion selected by the gunner using the test of propcrticrs as
outlined in Duncan. As an exajrple, the numter of selections
in cell K hy Gunner one at trigger pull is 38 as shewn in
lable IV , The propcition cf gunner selections in this cell
is then 38/(168 = total selections) or p = .226 . Ihe
propcrticn cf total target motion in this cell is p = .IIS -
The hypothesis that p = p is then tested and rejected at the
.05 level indicating strongly that the proportion cf selec-
tions in cell K by Gurner one is higher than expected. It
is iapcrtant to note here that gunner selections are assumed
to he independent remembering that gunners did not have to
make any selections- Gunners were told only to track the
target and shoot when they felt they could hit the target.
Dsing this procedure each cell for each time period from
trigger pull to sample U was examined to determine which
ceils had selection counts higher or lower than expected at
the .C5 ievel or less. Figures 2-6 and 2-7 show the results
cf these tests- lach figure shows regions of motion
selected mere than eajected as shaded areas whil= regions of
ffloticn selected less than expected are shown as cross
hatched areas. All ether areas had the expected number of
selections. Both gunners avoid sharply increasing target
motien and to a lesser degree sharply decreasing tarcet
Jiotion- Beth gunners give strong evidence of looking for
the tarcet to decelerate or for acceleration to approach
J J
zero. £€V€ral diffeiecces between the two ^JUIlne^£ are also
€videi3t. Gunner 2 has fewer shots than expected in the
neightcrhocd of zerc motion. Gunner 1 displays this
tendercy tut to a lesser degree. In addition. Gunner 1 has
a nariower range of ^refered motion than Gunner 2.
Ihe boxplots at Figures 2,8 through 2. 13 clarify
these stateaents further. In each of these figures the
distr ituticn of the particular parameter is shown in tcxplot
format. £Eef- 5: pp. 58 - 62]. The box encloses roughly
the irtexguartile ranee of the data with a circle indicating
the mean and an asterisk the median. Tiie X at the end of
the whis)<ers indicates the main body of the data, approxi-
latelj S5 per cent, while circles neyond the X indicate
outliers. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show the distributicn of
acceleraticn for Gunner 1 and Gunner 2 respectively. Ihese
indicate that both cunners looJc for target acceleration
follcwed by deceleration during the time leading up to shot.
Figures 2.10 and 2,11 show the distribution of yelccity for
both cunrers in the same format. During the period leading
to trigger full for Gunner 2, target velocity remains fairly
constant with a slight increase followed by a slight
decrease as trigger pull approaches. Gunner 1 displays a
greater tendency to Icck for decreasing velocity during the
time jreceeding trigger pull but the large nuirber of
outliers indicates that this may not be a very strong
criteria by itself. Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show the magni-
tude cf ttoticn in the neig hbicrhood of trigger pull. This
term is somewhat contrived but logically so. The absolute
value cf acceleraticn plus the velocity cf the target are
summed tc give a relative indicator of how much mcticn the
target displayed at a given time. By combining these two
variables in this way motion will appear large if either
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Ihexe is a clear teidency fci bcth gunners to seek reduced
target acticn, in this context, at trigger pull. Gunrer 1
appears to set tighter limits en how much motion he will
allow tut has a larce numter of outliers indicating there
may he additional criteria ether than strictly target action
iihich iniluence his decision to shoot.
figure 2.14 shows the performance for both gunners.
Gunner 1 made 168 shcts, giving 168 values for PI, his ^rct-
atility cf hit. Gurrer 2 made 127 shots, giving 127 values
for f2, his pr cbaJaility of hit. One can then denote the
propcrticn cf Pi or 12 values less than or egual to p for p
tetween 2erc and ore inclusive. The proportion of shots
falling at or below any given value of PHIT can fce deter-
mined frcm Figure 2.14 by picking a point on the flct and
reading the proportion from the y-axis coordinate and the
PHIT value from the x-ajcis cocrdinate. In this manner the
dotted lines on the figure show that 50 per cent of Gunner
Vs shots yield a PHII value at or below .33 and 50 per cent
cf Gurnei 2's shots ^ield a PHII value at or o elow .22 .
Ihe plcts and the statistics shown indicate that Guniei 1
shoots mere ofter and dees a slightly better job cf picking
shots. Gunner 1 shows a smaller proportion of shots
achieving lew PHIT values.
In summary tie selection criteria can be stated as
follows. Ecth gunners look for decreasing motion in general
and deceleration cr acceleration approaching zero in
specific- There is a slight tendency for Gunner 1 tc look
for decreasing velocity, less so for Gunner 2. Both gunners
screen out sharply increasing or decreasing motion. Ihese
stateients are strocgly supported through statistical and
graphical analysis. As an intuitive observation, Gunnei 1
seems tc anticipate target lotion better than Gunner 2
enabling more of his shots to fall in the neigiibcrheed of
zero tarcet motion.
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C. HCLEIIHG GONHEfi iifiFOEMANCE
least squares muitiple regression was used to exflcre
the relaticnship uetiieen fHII and the moticn parameters.
PHII was treated as the dependent variable and tc ue velccity
and acceleration weie used as the carrier or explanatcry
variatles. A constart ten was used in all cases since it
was assumed that the gunners would achieve some level of
PHII greater than zeic given a stationary target. The vaxi-
able definitions shcin in Tatle V will apply hencefcrth.
Ixparding en this talle, X represents the vector of indepen-
dent variailes each teing a vector with the same dimeEsion
as PHII, the dependent variatle. XO is a vector of ones for
the constant terji in the regression. XI might be V for the
velocity associated fcith each PHII value. X2 might be A for
the acceleration asscciated with each PHII value, X3,
X4^.-. XN would be ether functions of the motion parameters
associated with each PHIT value. BEIA is the vector of
coefficients with EIIAO being the coefficient of the
constant term, BETA1 being the coefficient for XI aid so
forth for each independent variable.
TABLE 1
Variable Definitioi} for fiegression Models
Dependent Variaisle: PHIT = Probability of Hit
Independent Variables: X = XO or XI or ... XN
XC = I = A Vector of Ones
V = True Velocity Vector
A = True Acceleration Vector
Ccef f icients:
EilA = EETAO, B EIAI - . . . BEIAN = Coefficients 7 ectcr
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since previous aialysis consistently indicated diff€r-
€nce£ letween gunners each gunner was modeled separately.
In an iterative manner various comiainations of the carrier
variatles were examined in an effort to discover a sicfle
model which would prcvide a reasonable predictor cf FHII in
terms cf acceleration and/ or velocity. Initial efforts
with linear and polyncmial models yielded poor fits. Ihis
precluded the siaplest of solutions but was expected since
these fcrms do not consider the constraints imposed ty the
data. EHIT is constrained to lie between zero and cne
inclusive. These mcdeis allow the predicted PHIT tc assume
values cutside this range. Logistic mcdeis represent a
family cf models which satisfy this constraint and the
linear logistic model is perhaps the simplest way to
represent the dependence cf a probability on explanatory
variatles sc that the constraint of lying between zerc and
cne inclusive is satisfied [Eef. 6: p. 18]. This iiodel is
defined at Equation 2,^ and was used with good results.
log (FHII/ (1-PHIT) ) = X x EEIA (egn 2.1)
Eef ering to Table VI a iDore detailed explana tion cf the
iterative process used will clarify the results wnich
fcllcw. Cclumn one in this table indicates the independent
variatles for the particular model while column tv»c indi-
cates the variable coefficient as computed by the linear
logistic regression. Columns three and four provide the
I-statistic and theoretical T-value used to test the
hypothesis that the coefficient is zero with alpha egual
-05. CcluiExi five indicates the F-significance ( 1-alpha) of
the regression and cclumn six indicates the percentage of
variatiiity explained by the regression. Of general note is
the * operator used iere and elsewhere to denote expcnentia-
tion, for example^ A*2 means the square of A.
46
TiBIE VI
Selecting the Eest Logistic Model-1000 Meters


































































































































































least sguares regiGssion using the linear logistic nodel
siiown at EguatioD 2.1 with the explanatory variables shewn
in cclumx cne yielded the statistics shown in Table VI .
lookixg at the first nodel for Gunner 1 it is readily
apparent that velocity has little effect as a predictor
varialle. Looking at all the models for Gunner 1 the test
overall appears to be the last model. The carrier variable
in this mccel demonstrates ncnzero effect and variability
explained by the model is high at .381. This ccdel was
arrived at by elimirating carrier variables shown to have
little effect in previous iterations. As an exacple the
first model gives a bigger R*2 value because L t has more
terms. In this model the V and V*2 terms demonstrate no
significant effect aid can be removed with little effect.
The saiie procedure fcas used for Gunner 2 col ncidentaily
arriving at a similar best fit model in terms of the carrier
variables. These icdels suggest that acceleration has a
significant effect on the variability of PHIT at this range
with deceleration having a greater effect for Gunner 2.
This effect is diminished for acceleration less than ere and
amplified fcr values greater than one meter/second-squared.
The fact that velocity had no discernable effect acong all
the nodels exanined is perhaps more important. This
suggests that the system filters out the effects of velccity
en PHIT at this ranee. The system is supposed to do this
but the analysis now provides objective testimon^r suggesting
that it does.
& sinilar analysis was conducted for each gunner at each
range with the results shown at Table VII , These represent
the best mcdels for each range and were obtained through
iterative aralysis cf various combinations of the carrier
varialles V and A. These models imply that the system dees
not filter cut the effects cf velocity as well i t increased
range as evidenced bj the emergence of velccity terms as
50
signiiicant at longer raiiges. Comparison of t hes€ nicdels
shows Gurcer 1 to be none affected by velocity than GuEcer 2
and Gunnex 2 to te less affected in general by target action
than Gunrer 1, The different effects of velocity en Gunner
1 were clarified somewhat by examination of residuals which
showed ircst outliers to lie at high values of velocity.
lookirg at figures 2.10 and 2.11 we see that Gunner 1 had a
fair EuiEter of fliers with velocity in the range of 8 to 12
Eeters/seccnd while Gunner 2 had none. The greater effect
could tterefore be explained by the fact that Gunner 2
screened out the catse in selecting when to shoot whereas
Gunner 1 did not. Sith the exception cf the trials at 2C00
neters Gunner 1 seesis to be more affected by target icticn
than Gunrer 2. The lesser iaputed contribution of tarcet
Doticn towards variatility of PHIT for Gunner 2 has no
apparent, cogent explanation in the data. It does suggest
that ether factors net considered such as tracking ability
and mctivation may have greater effect on Gunner 2 than on
Gunner 1.
Ic urify the description of probability cf hit for both
gunners ever all ranees a ccmmcn model was selected fcr all
the cases. This mcdel includes both A and A*2 as carriers
for both gurners. lable VIII provides a summary for bcth
gunners. Prom this it can be seen that the majority cf the
variatility in PHIT caused by target motion is explained by
acceleraticn. For bcth gunners at all ranges the A*2 term
is a significant detractor from performance. This would
indicate that high values of acceleration or deceleration
have a detrimental effect on PHIT while values less thar cne
have little effect. Ihe emergence of the A term as
significant at 3000 meters suggests a greater effect of
deceleration and smaller values of acceleration at this
range fcr Gunner 1 and at all ranges for Gunner 2. Ihis
judgenent is partiall;y explained by both gunners' prcpecsity









































































































































figures 2,15 and i.16 show these logistic models plotted
in the applicable rarge of mcticc for each gunner. Ihese
plots were constructed by solving for p in Equation 2.1
giving ar equation icr p in terms of acceleratioi arc the
regression coefficients. Osirg the regression coefficierts
in Tatle VIII p was then plotted over the range of accelera-
tion observed by the gunner giving the symmetric, bell
shaped ctrves shown. These models indicate a narrow racge
cf acceleration withir which any appreciable chance of hit
can be expected. Ihe band width of acceieraticc within
which hits can be expected generally decreases significantly
past 1000 meters and is considerably wider for deceleration
for Gunner 2. Gunner 1 appears to be equally sensitive to
acceleratioE and deceleration since his fitted curves are
pretty well centered at acceleration equal to zero,
Zxaaination of residuals for these models showed an
irregular cyclic pattern which on closer exaniration
follcwed the increase and decrease in target motion. Ir the
hopes of achievirg a better fit with this model the target
iioticE data was sectioned into one of three categories of
change, defined comirally as slow^ medium, and fast. Ihe
selections Xeyed on acceleration with the general rule that
target acceleration less than one meter/second squared was
defined as slow, acceleration greater than two meters
/secccd squared was defined as fast and acceleraticr between
these twc values was defined as medium. The time frames for
each range of motion are in Table IX while Figures 2.17
through 2. 20 show these sections visually.
Osing this sectioning the A, A*2 logisti:: model was
applied to each gunner for each section at each range with
the results shown at Table X - The first column in this
table indicates the three sectioned models for each ranee.
Heading across for the slow model at 1000 meters for Gunner
1 the second column indicates that the constant term had
significant effect with a coefficient value of 1.46 as
53
TABLE VIII
Gunner 1 aid 2 A, A*2 Logistic Models
Guiuei 1
fiarge I BETA T-Stat T-. 05 F 2*2(E62t)
10C0 I 1.46 4.99 2.03 1.0 .887
A -.17 1.32
A*2 -1.44 7.75
20C0 I -.35 .55 2.01 1.0 .661{.69e)
A -.47 .84 '
A*2 -2,03 7.S7
25CG I -.12 .24 2.02 1.0 .818(.856)
A .85 1.39
A*2 -1.17 4. SO
30C0 I -1.7S 2.57 2,03 1.0 .763(.873)
A -1.25 2.06
A*2 -1.95 8, 13
All I -.23 .75 1,98 1.0 .716(,746)
A -,4S 1.47
A*2 -1.7C 13. 19
Gui:n€r 2
fiarge X BETA T-Stat T-. 05 F a*2(£e£tj
10CD I .66 3,24 2.04 1,0 ,867
A -1.66 11.33
A*2 -.77 12.73
20C0 I -1.66 1,86 2.04 1.0 .5 66
A -3.5C 4. 19
A +2 -2.6 7 6.51
25CC I -3.36 2.84 2.05 ,999 .4 43
30C0 I -5,63 4.15 2,06 .991 ,30S(,486)
A -2,47 1,99
A*2 -1.3C 3,20
All I -2,92 4,15 1.98 1.0 .366(.472)
Nct€: E*2(Best) reiers tc the R*2 value oiitaia ed yiti
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computed hy the regression- Ihe third column indicates tiat
the A term had no significant effect for this model. Ihe
fourth column indicates that the A*2 term also had no
significant effect fcr this mcdel. The fifth column lateled
F indicates that the J-signif icance (1-alpha) for this nodel
TIBII IX
• --
Sec tiosicg of larget Acceleration
MOTICN DEFINIIION AT Tli^E
liite (secon0-3 ds) Slow Moderate FastX
3 - IS X
IS - 35 X
35 - 60 X
60 - 66 X
66 - 100 X
IOC - 112 X
112 - 13 8 X
13€ - 162 X
162 - 170 X
17C - 183 X
183 - 212 X
'
is .26 - The sixth column is the R*2 value for this ircdel
and the last colunr indicates the number of chserva-
tions (shcts) falling in the slew range of target mcticn.
The sectioned models are for the most part not sigrificant
as predictors- Most cf the coefficients are not significant
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to th€ dependent and/or carrier variables or some tyfe of
pattern in lost cases. The two exceptions to this rule are
the fast iicdels for hcth gunners at 1000 meters. Ihese
models show high levels of significance with non-zerc coef-
ficierts aid high E-sguare values. Ihey additiorally
display patternless residuals. Figure 2.21 and 2.22 shcM
the plotted eguatiors for all models with F-signif icance
greater than ,95 . Ihese sectioned models generally indi-
cate a narrow range of acceleration within which any chance
of hit can te expected. This range is generally wider lor
deceleration but there are exceptions to this rule for
Gunner 1 whc as with previous models appears to be equally
sensitive to acceleration and deceleration as evidenced by
bis fitted curves bein^g centered at acceleration egual to
zero.
Analysis of variance data for the total and sectioned A,
A*2 models is contained in Table XI . The first ccluiin in
this table indicates the Gunner, the range and the source of
variation. MEAN indicates variation due to the grand nean,
EEG, indicates variation due to regression/ RZSD. indicates
variaticE due to residuals, and TOTAL indicates total varia-
tion. Columns two and three under the heading ICTAI(for
total ursectioned A, A*2 model) indicate the sum of
squares (SS) and mean square (MS) error for each source for
each nodel. Similar entries under the heading SLOK indicate
the sum cf squares and mean square for the slow sectioned A,
A*2 icdel. Entries under the heading MEDIUM and fASl are
for the respective sectioned A, A*2 model. This data gener-
ally shews an increase in mean square residuals with an
increase in range or an increase in target motion. Ihe fast
model for Gunner 1 at 1000 meters shows a relatively gcod
fit. Ce closer exaninaticn however the mean square resi-
duals for this model are worse than for the total model
indicating a looser fit even though explained variability
TABU X
Sectioned Model - A, A*2
GuiDcr 1
Barge EITA = (alpha = .05)
10C0 I & A*2 F E*2 Obs,
slew 1.46 i€S yes .28 .05 15
Died. yes :ies yes -18 -06 9
fast yes y€S i.77 1.0 -878 14
2000
slew yes i€S -.95 .99 .56 17
med- yes yes yes .45 -10 14
fast yes yes yes .24 .04 18
25C0
slew yes }€s -.40 .99 .52 16
med. yes yes yes .70 .33 9
fast yes }€S yes .99 -73 17
30C0
slew -.21 yes -2,26 .99 .55 15
med- yes yes yes .54 .40 6
fast -i0.12 i€s yes -89 .25 18
All
Slew -34 yes -1.02 .99 .15 65
med. yes ves yes .65 .06 38
fast -8-81 yes yes .02 .00 67
GuEner 2
fiance E iTA = (alpha = -05)
10C0 I A A*2 F R*2 Ots
slew 1.45 yes yes -15 .05 9
med. yes ves yes .03 .01 6
fast yes -i.83 -i.6S 1.0 .942 20
20C0
slew -21 yes yes .53 .32 7
med- -.52 yes yes .69 .45 7
fast -.40 -j.73 -2,37 .99 .54 19
25C0
slew yes yes yes -71 .71 5
med- yes yes yes .88 .65 7
fast -5-06 jes -1.05 -97 .36 18
30C0
slew yes yes yes .71 -71 5
med- yes ves yes -45 .45 5
fast -8-92 yes -,S6 ,89 .23 19
All
slc¥ 2,44 ves yes .03 .31 26
med, yes ies -1.85 ,95 .24 25
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remains iich. Ihe fast model for Gunner 2 shows the cpjo-
site i-D that the sectioned model has smaller meaa sguare
residuals indicating a tighter fit with higher explaiied
variatility. Of miner interest is the jump in mean sguare
residual fcr Gunner 1 at 2000 meters for the total and fast
secticn aodel- This is just one additional departure from
trend which goes with this trial. The net results one craws
from the icdels must he tuffered with gualifiers. Ihe
assumfticns for regression are not tested and infornal anal-
ysis shows them to he weakly supported in some cases, Ihe
models tend to amplify the differences between gunners and
this tr€rd combined hith previous analysis is significant
and should not he ignored. The persistance of acceleration
squared as a significant explanatory variatle is anctter
trend which should net be ignored. This is also supported
ty previous analysis in that trained gunners seem tc screen
cut this factor which the models in general show detracts
frcm perfcrmance. The final salient point brought forth by
the aodels is the ccnspicuous absence of velocity as an
explanatory variable. Here what the models do not say is
important because it suggests that the total gun system
filters cut the effects of velocity. This trand is mere
pronounced at close range and more so for Gunner 2 than
Gunner 1. The models further indicate that for each gunner
there is seme threshcld of acceleration beyond which hits
cannot be expected. This threshold appears to be less
sensitive tc deceleration. This suggests that gunners can
anticipate target motion better when the target is deceler-
ating cr they can track better in this condition or a
combination of both these factcrs.
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TABLE XI
A NOVA - Sectioned Models , Gunner 1 and 2
Ictal Model 5 5/MS Sectioned Mod(b1 SS/MS j
Gurnei 1
1000 TOTAL SLO^ MEDIUM EA.EI
SCDfiCE £S as SS MS SS as 3 S MS
ai^N 12 33.1 4,2 176
BEG. 136 368 .037 .018 .4 . 18 545 272
EISL. 94 2.7 .637 .053 5.7 .95 76 6.S
1C1AL £42 22 34 2,25 10.3 1.14 797 57
2000
MZiN 629 .0 22.4 373
EZG. 1147 57 4 .7 .32 18.6 9,3 29 14.6
EI£i}. 589 12.8 .5 .04 160 14.6 760 50.6
TCIAI 2364 48.2 1.2 .07 20 1 14.4 2161 120
2500
MEAN 549 .6 3.3 1208
REG. 1162 58 1 .5 .25 .7 .33 552 2 76
EISD. 259 6.7 ,4 .04 1.3 .22 204 14.5
TCIAI 1S70 47 1.5 , 10 5.3 .59 1964 116
3000
MEAN 1616 3.0 4.8 3171
£EG. 1313 659 .3 .42 1.0 .5 40.6 20.3
HE£C- ^ 10 11.4 ,7 .06 1.5 .5 121 8.1
ICIAl 3345 86 4.5 .30 7.3 1,2 3332 165
All Eanqes
MEAN 2284 2.2 13.2 5179
EEG, 1S16 958 5.7 2.5 12.3 6.1 .5 .25
BE£D. 3321 26.8 33 .55 199 5.7 30 76 48
ICIAI 7521 59.2 41 .65 22 4 5-8 8256 123
GUI1D€I 2
Ictal Model SS/MS Sectioned Model SS/MS ]
10C0 TOIAl SLOW MEDIUM EAST 1
SCOECE SS MS SS MS SS MS SS MS
MEAN .3 19.6 1.7 8.6
REG. 210 105 .0 .01 ,0 .02 198 99
£E£C, 32 1 .4 ,07 2-9 .95 12 .72
TCIAi 242 6.9 20 2.23 4.6 .76 218 1 1
2000
MEAN 645 .35 .28 1 123
EEG. 775 387 .01 ,002 .41 .20 45S 229
EE£C. 543 18.3 .01 .002 .50 . 12 385 24
ICIAI 1S68 59.6 .37 ,052 1,2 . 17 1966 104
2500
MEAN 1030 .03 134 11 65
EEG. 590 29 5 .01 .005 171 85 290 145
EE£D- 740 27.4 .00 .002 90 23 571 34
TCIAL 2360 78.7 .04 .009 395 56 1966 10S
3000
,
MEAN 1673 1.4 63 2102
EEG, 394 197 .2 .117 61 31 154 77
EE£C- £83 34 .1 ,048 76 38 492 31
ICIAI 2S50 102 1.7 ,353 200 40 2748 145
All EaDqes
MEAN 2 140 5,3 87 33 40
EEG. 4567 2283 .5 .27 122 61 1053 526
EESE. 1613 10. 9 16 .71 392 18 2504 34
ICIAI
1
6521 50-7 22 ,86 60 24 6898 SI
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III. CCSCLDSICNS AND EECOMJENCATIOIS
A lain thrust of this analysis was to characterize the
target ncticn in the neig hhcrhcod of trigger pull. Ihe
experimert lias not conducted with this specific purpose in
iiind. It vas, on tie contrary suggested as an interesting
guesticn to be considered after review of the results in
their irtended role. Originatcrs of the experiment felt
that ansiiering this guestion would provide insight intc the
factors that make trained gunners proficient and so it has.
lie analysis provides statistical, objective tasis rcr
the stateiJient that trained gunners have a selection criteria
and it goes a long way in clarifying just what they do and
do net lock for in terms of target motion as they pick
shots. The analysis characterizes target motion during the
period when gunners formulate the decision to shoot and
indicates that they generally look for a pattern of
increasirg followed tj decreasing acceleration with deceler-
ation, or acceleration approaching zero being the prefered
parameter values just prior to trigger pull. Velocity does
not appear to be a significant determinant of when gunners
shoot except that they elect not to shoot as cfter as
expected (assuming random selection) at very high or verj low
values of velocity or more appropriately extremes of the
range of velocity they observe. This was intuitively
expected since the faster a target moves the harder it is to
hit, generally speaking.
liese general guidelines vary between the two gunners
examined suggesting that hard and fast rules may not produce
the test overall results among many different gunners. In
general Gunner 1 has a more stringent criteria for prefered
target action yet he fires acre often suggesting he dees not
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track as Icng on average tc fick a shot. Intuitively he
aypeazs tc anticipate the targets motion and amtush the
target within his prefered range of motion. If the general
goals cf the two gunners are the same then Gunner 1 achieves
tie gcal of shooting during deceleration better than Gunner
2 with slightly tetter hit performance teing the result. It
does appear however that Lcth gunners seek icceleration
approaching zero and in this respect Gunner 2 does slightly
ietter. Ihe techniques are different and what works fct cne
gunner night net wcrk for another. In any event the
achieved results are very close and either emphasis or
comhiraticn thereof night work well for any given gurner.
lE an attempt tc tetter guantify these findirgs hit
performance was nodeled in tens of target motion using the
logistic regression. This exersize proved most significant
in what it did not show. Tor the nany models exanined
target velocity was found to have no significant effect at
ranges up tc 1000 meters and inconsistent effect, nc effect
or mirinal effect at longer ranges. Contrasting this the
models demonstrate that acceleration has significant and
consisteit effect on hit performance at all ranges. This
would suggest that the trained gunners' selection criteria
is tasically sound and that the gun system, the gunner, or
hoth effectively filter out the effects of velocity on hit
performance, particularly at close range.
Ihese results suggest that training procedures which
develop the gunners* ability tc discriminate target acceler-
ation would improve hit perf orjsance. Among the most simple
procedures kould be to teach gunners to look for head en,
tail on, or obligue crossing target silhouettes as opposed
to a perpendicular crossing target silhouette. Since
trained gunners were able to pick out these types cf mction
without benefit of a target silhouette in the experiment it
is prctable that simulators could be designed to mimic gcod
6S
and iad tyjes of target motion thereby building aid rein-
forcing good shot selection habits m other gunners. Ihe
simulator used in the experiment might even be suitable for
this fuipcse other ccrstraints not withstanding.
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CO/l£OT£fi iROG&AAS
Ihe Ail functioD •IN» tak€S a small vector of times at
triggei full and locates their position in a much larcer
vector of time. Th€ result is a vector of zee os and ones
equal in length to the large vector with ones indicating the
positicr of a time from the small vector in the large
vector. lie small vector must he ordered- Both vectors
must hav€ all entries significant to the same decimal place.
9 R<-ft IN b;stof';couht;couht2»temp;hold
Zll n^ IS "''^E VECTOR OF TIMES AT TRIGGER PULL
C23 fl^ MUST BE ORDERED FROM LOW TO HIGH




[73 HOLD*. ( ita)=B
CSn COUWT^-COUHT + l
[9] COUf<T2f-OOUl<T2+l







Ihe Ml function 'DECISICN* taxes a small vector of
times at txigger pull and comfutes the average velocity and
acceleiatioD during the period .18 to ,22 seconds pricr to
each tiie. Times nust be ordered. The overall tine,
velocity, and acceleration vectors must be in the workspace
as must tie function 'IN'.
7R^DECIS10NX
[13 flX IS THE TIME OF TRIGGER PULLS fl 1 - D I ME N S I OH flU VECTOR,
L22 flTmS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE AVERftGE VELOCITY aitD ACCELE RATIO
N
C33 fl^"'' TRIGGER PULL MINUS ,18 SEC TO TRIGGER PULL MINUS ,22 ^^
C
C4D flTHESE AVERAGES ARE USED TO REPRESENT VELOCITY AND ACCELERAT
ION
C53 n^"^ TIME OF DECISION TO PULL THE TRIGGER,
Z61 fll'OTE X MUST BE ;<4-'<C4X] OR ORDER TIMES FROM LOW TO HIGH
L71 T<-(x-o.l8)
[g] T5EL<-T IN TIME
1393 ftUSE NE:CT line WHEf« DOMAIN ERROR OCCURS DUE TO OVERLAP
ClO: nTSEL<.(TSEL2.1)
CllJ n'-^OTE FUffCTION 'IN' MUST BE PRESENT IN THE SAME WS
C12J V<-Vl<-( T5EL/VEL)
11133 A^A1^( T5EL/NACEL )
C14: I(-l
C153 LOOP : TEMPV<- ( < IqTSEL ) /VEL )
C163 TEMPA<-( ( IeTSEL)/NACEL)
C 17II '^<- ( V + TEMPV )
L131 A<-(A + TEMFA)
L191 IM + 1
C203 -^LOOPx \ ( 114 )
C21] v^(v^5)
C22: A<-(A-5)
C233 n'*' ^^^^' <^ ^f^E THE AVERAGE VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION
C243 ftFROM TP(TRIGGER PULL)-, 22 "''O ''' ^ -.IS
C25n R*-' REASSIGN V AND A'
C263 .
lie Afl function 'SAMPLE' takes a small vector cf times
at txigger full and ccmputes the average velocity and accel-
€raticn during any half second interval specified, Tiies
must te ordered. Tie overall time, velocity, and accelera-
tion vectors must be in the workspace as must the furction
ITV »IN
ySAMPLECDJ
7 R«-W SftMPUE X
C13 fl '' I^ THE TIME PRIOR TO TP THftT STftRTS SAMPLE WINDOW
C23 fl IP" '^ = *2 "^^^ AVERftGES RETURf-^ED WILL BE FOR THE FEP:IOD
ill ft'''P" - ,2(^'ECI5I0H POINT) TO TP -,7 OR ONE SAMPLE F E R I O C
ZAl flPRIOR TO THE TIME OF DECISION TO PULL
C53 n'« IS THE VECTOR OF TIMES AT TRIGGER PULL - THIS VECTOR
£61 ftMUST PE ORDERED FROM LOW TO HIGH
L71 T<.(X-N)
CS] TSEL<-T IN TIME
C93 flNOTE FUNCTION 'IN 'MUST BE PRESENT IN WS





C153 Vf.(V + TEMPV)
C163 Af..; A + TEMPA)
CI 7 ] 1 <- 1 f 1
[183 -LOOPxi ( 1149)
C193 v<.v^50
C203 «4-A^50
C213 n'^ ^f*^' ^ '^'RE THE AVERAGE VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION
C223 flFROM TP(TRIGGER PULL)-N TO TP _(N+,5)
C233 R«-' REASSIGN V AND A'
C243 .
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Ihe prcgram • f ICTTBOB ' computes the number cf data
points in a ceil and the pxcpcrtion of data points in a
ceii. lie celi boundries are specified by the user ic the
vectors ICllL and VCill. Ihe overaii time, velocity, and
accel€raticr vectors iiust be in the workspace.
9PL.0TPPOB [;q3
9 R<-V F-LOTPRO& A
111 flCOMPUTES THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN A CELL AND THE
C2D flPROPORTIOH OF IiATA POINTS IN A CELL
C3D flUSER DEFINES ACELL AND VCELL WHICH ARE THE CELL BOUNDRIES

















C203 VR*-1 t ( J+1 ) 4,VCELL
1:21: ->LOOPx I (.J< ( (f VCELL)-1) )
Z221 i<-i + l
Z2Z1 fiL<-AR
C24D APf-lf ( I + l ) ;,ACELL
L2Z1 ->LOOP2X I ( I < ( (f «CELL)-1 ) )
[:26J NDAT<-e(((((fACELL)-l),((fVCELL)-l))/>CTOT))
C27D PSEL<-l<C'AT-(+/,NDAT)
C28II R1<-'^«DAT IS NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN A CELL '
129 2 R2*-'P'5E'- = PROPORTION OF DATA POINTS IN A CELL'
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